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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a dual-cycle deep reinforcement
learning (DCDRL) method for stabilizing face tracking. Un-
like most existing face tracking approaches which require
per-frame annotations and dense facial landmarks are usually
quite costly to annotate manually, our DCDRL aims to learn
a robust face tracking policy by only using weakly-labeled
annotations that were sparsely collected from raw video da-
ta. Motivated by the fact that facial landmarks in videos
are usually coherent along with the forward and backward
playing orders, we formulate the face tracking problem as a
dual-cycle Markov decision process (MDP) by defining two
agents for the forward-cycle and the backward-cycle accord-
ingly. Specifically, both agents reason with the MDP policies
by interacting in tuples of states, state transitions, actions and
rewards during the MDP processes. Moreover, we carefully
design a consistency-check reward function to track along un-
til the target and back again it should arrive the start position
in the reverse order. With the designed function, each policy
generates a sequence of actions to refine the tracking routing
by accumulating the maximal scalar rewards. This typically
enforces the temporal consistency constraint on consecutive
frames for reliable tracking outcomes. Experimental results
demonstrate the robustness of our DCDRL versus many se-
vere challenging cases especially in uncontrolled conditions.

Index Terms— Face tracking, video-based face align-
ment, deep reinforcement learning, biometrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Face tracking, a.k.a., video-based face alignment, aims to lo-
calize a serious of multiple facial landmarks for a given face
sequence, which plays a vital step for many facial analysis
tasks [1,2]. The main challenges for unconstrained face track-
ing is the stabilization versus types of facial variations due to
diverse temporal motions in videos. Moreover, densely anno-
tating each frame for a large scale video consumes much ef-
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Fig. 1. Insight of our DCDRL. Observing from these ordered
frames, we figure out that the bidirectional temporal orders
undergo subtle effects to landmark movements across frames.
In our approach, we propose a reinforcement learning method
to seek a reliable face tracking policy by simultaneously ex-
ploiting the dual and complementary information from both
orders, i.e., playing the input video forward and backward.

fort. Hence, both issues motivate us to propose a robust face
tracking method by using limited and partial annotations.

Conventional face tracking methods can be roughly clas-
sified into two-fold categories: image-based and video-based.
Image-based methods [3–9] intend to seek a sequence of dis-
criminative feature-to-shape mappings, so that the initialized
shape is adjusted to the target one in a coarse-to-fine man-
ner. To make the image-based methods adaptive for video
data, one common solution is to regard the outcomes of pre-
vious frames as initializations for the following frames via
a tracking-by-detection method [10]. However, this method
could only extract 2D spatial appearances from still images
and cannot explicitly exploit temporal information on con-
secutive frames. To circumvent this problem, video-based
methods [11–14] learn to memorize and flow the temporal
consistency information across frames, which improves the
robustness to the jitter problem in visual tracking. One major
issue lies on these methods is that they require a volume of
per-frame annotations to train their models, where it is costly
to manually label especially for large scale video data.



Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed dual-cycle execution in our DCDRL. Specifically, our DCDRL acts in two dual agents where
each agent manages the forward-cycle and backward-cycle accordingly. Taking the forward-cycle denoted by blue arrows as
an example (we select one landmark for better visualization in this figure), our agent reasons a series of tracking actions until
the target frame and back again it should arrive the starting frame in the reverse order. Moreover, we develop a designed
temporal consistency check function to efficiently evaluate the tracking reliability. This enforces the temporal consistency
constraint on the consecutive frames. During training procedure, both agents are optimized within both cycles in a cooperative
and competitive manner. This figure is viewed in color pdf file and under zoom.

Apart from taking full access to completed training labels,
self-supervised learning is proposed to predict a set of plausi-
ble pseudo-labels by defining a proxy task, so that the super-
visions are dominantly augmented without using additional
labels. These label-augmentation methods such as [15–17]
dramatically enhance robust model training and discrimina-
tive representation learning. In the term of pseudo-labels in
temporal modeling, Wei et al. [16] developed an unsuper-
vised learning method to verify video playing orders (forward
and backward), where these extracted axillary cues contribute
improvements on action recognition. Meister et al. [17] de-
veloped an unsupervised learning approach specific for com-
puting robust optical flow by designing a bidirectional census
loss in their formulation. However, the aforementioned meth-
ods ignore the geometric deformation of facial landmarks due
to the 3D-2D projection [18], which cannot be straightfor-
wardly applied for deformable face tracking. To circumvent
this, Dong et al. [19] introduced a semi-supervised method
with the LK tracker [20], which proceeds the dense corre-
spondences of the between-frame landmarks. More specifi-
cally, the employed LK-tracker localizes facial landmarks for-
ward and then evaluates the estimated results backward the
video. Nevertheless, the performance is restricted because
it ignores the intrinsic connections between the bidirectional
temporal orders as described in Fig. 1, which provides dual
and complementary information for stabilizing face tracking.

To address above-mentioned challenges, in this paper, we
propose a dual-cycle deep reinforcement learning (DCDRL)

method by using weakly-supervised signals. Unlike existing
fully-supervised tracking methods, our DCDRL aims to learn
an optimal face tracking policy by computing the cumulative
scalar rewards. Motivated by the inspiration that facial land-
marks are temporally correlated along the bidirectional-cycle
orders (playing forward or backward) in videos, we formu-
late the problem of tracking in both orders as a dual-cycle
Markov decision process (MDP) with two agents, by inter-
acting based on tuples of states, state transitions, actions and
rewards. To achieve this, both agents simultaneously reason-
s with the forward-cycle and backward-cycle policies within
the MDP process. Each policy accepts a set of raw patches
directly from the facial image as the input. Then it gener-
ates a sequence of residuals to make decisions on the plau-
sible tracking routing across frames. To further evaluate the
reliability of each cycle, we compute the consistency-check
reward to enforce on tracking results which should be re-
traced back again to the start. In this way, our policy makes
reliable tracking results by preserving the temporal consis-
tency constraint. During training procedure, we jointly opti-
mize both policies cooperatively and competitively by follow-
ing the multi-agent deterministic policy gradient algorithm,
providing an inter-cycle message passing for discriminative
policy inferences. Fig. 2 specifies our architecture under the
dual-cycle MDP process. Experimental results show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach on the widely-evaluated
video-based face alignment dataset.

The core contributions are summarized as follows:



1) We propose a deep reinforcement learning method to
address the stability issue specific for semi-supervised
face tracking. With only weakly-supervised signals,
our architecture reasons with bidirectional temporal or-
ders playing the raw input video forward and backward
simultaneously, so that more dual and complementary
information is exploited for reliable tracking results.

2) We carefully define a temporal consistency-check re-
ward function to efficiently evaluate our tracking re-
liability. With the computed reward, our architecture
enforces that the tracking results should arrive the s-
tart location in the reverse order, and moreover teaches
that our performance degrades to the backbone detector
versus the jitter problem due to severe occlusions.

2. DUAL-CYCLE DEEP REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING

2.1. Problem Formulation

We let each video clip denoted by {(It,pt)}Tt=0 with T
frames, where It represents the detected raw face, pt =
[p1, p2, · · · , pL] ∈ P ∈ R2×L denotes the shape vector at
the t-th frame, respectively. We let p∗ = [p∗1, · · · , p∗L] denote
the GT annotations, where those of the starting frame and the
ending one are exposed to the training procedure.

State and Action: We let the tracking movements a ∈
R2×L over a continuous space as the MDP action, which
means an offset to refine the positions of all landmarks on-
to the following frames. The MDP state in our approach is
defined by a set of partial observation s=o (I,p) ∈ S ∈
Rd×d×L (ignoring t for simplicity), which are locally cropped
directly from the raw facial image via a widely-utilized shape-
indexed manner [3, 4, 6], where d denotes the length of each
local patch.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the state p0 is performed by the
backbone detector, i.e., MDM [6] and the desired state re-
quires to semantically parse the whole face via different parts
including two eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth and facial cheek.
Moreover, our agents reasons with the bidirectional cycles by
playing the raw input video forward and backward. Starting
from the 0-th frame, each agent produces T − 1 actions onto
the target frame and then goes back to the start by T − 1 ac-
tions. Hence, our tracking result for the last action terminates
at the 2T − 2 time stamp.

State Transitions: For face tracking problem, we define
two types of the MDP state transitions which incorporate both
the appearance transition and the facial landmark transition.
The appearance transition aims to capture the variations in fa-
cial appearance due to the temporal motions. Respectively,
the landmark transition is used to refine the positions of all
landmarks by the emitted actions across frames. To clarify
this, we take an emitted action at at the t-th frame as an ex-
ample, the shape vector is adjusted by the landmark transition

pt+1 = pt + at. Meanwhile, the partially-observed patches
is shifted by the appearance transition as st+1 = o

(
I,pt+1

)
.

Consistency-Check Reward: Our reward function is de-
signed to measure the misalignment error tracking forward
and then it should arrive the starting position in reverse order,
which is partially inspired by [21] and defined as follows:

r(st,at) =


1, mt ≤ ε1 and t = 2T − 2,

0, mt > ε1 and t = 2T − 2,

−1, Det(It)− pt > ε2, 0 < t < 2T − 2,

where ε1 and ε2 denote two thresholds where we specified
ε1 = 0.3 and ε2 = 0.5 in our experiments, Det(·) indicates
a backbone detector (we used MDM [6] in the experiments),
themT =

‖pTi −p
∗
i ‖

ζ at the T -th iteration since the groundtruth
will be known to each training sequence back again to the start
frame, ‖·‖ specifies the `2 norm, and ζ denotes the inter-pupil
distance as the normalizing factor [3, 5], receptively.

Our reward function typically justifies two-fold scenarios:
1) The higher reward will be given when the tracking results
go back again to the start, which enforces the temporal con-
tinuity in the learned policies. 2) A negative feedback is pro-
vided when the discrepancy between tracking results across
frames and those generated by an image-based detector. This
means the performance degrades to the pre-trained backbone
detector when we undergo the tracking lost issue. It should be
noted that both the forward-cycle agent and backward-cycle
agents are well-controlled by these time-delayed reward sig-
nals, so that our method encodes the temporal consistency in-
formation for reliable and robust face tracking results.

Policy Network: We let π to specify the MDP policy over
a large continuous shape space, which aims to reason a face
tracking routing by accumulating a plausible temporal con-
sistency check rewards. Since making full access to the large
scale action space is costly [22] especially during the train-
ing process, we directly leverage a deterministic and differ-
ential policy function a = fπ(s), which is represented by
using a deep convolutional neural network. Benefiting from
the nonlinearity of the deep architecture, our policy network
is used to exploit the nonlinear mapping between the pairs of
states and actions. In our approach, we have two dual agents
where one agent capture the forward-cycle tracking process
and the other depicts the dual backward-cycle process. To
jointly optimize policy networks of both agents, we applied a
multi-agent actor-critic policy gradient [23] to optimize both
policies in a cooperative and competitive manner.

Besides from the used policy network, we deploy a crit-
ic network denoted by Qπ(s,a) to evaluate the reliability
of the tracking results for the dual-cycle executions, i.e., the
forward- and backward-cycle. Specifically, the critic network
is fed with the cropped local patches based on the resulting
landmarks to predict the confidence score. Hence, we direct-
ly use the policy network architecture as the critic network
specification and the only revision is to append the last layer



to regress the one-dimension score. In addition, we find out
making a copy of our policy network for the network initial-
ization achieves sufficient performance in our task.

Objective Function: The basic goal of our policy intend-
s to seek a sequence of actions on the state space so as to
find a reliable tracking routing. Moreover, we employ a de-
signed consistency-check reward function to efficiently eval-
uate the reliability of the tracking results. Therefore, the ob-
jective function is formulated motivated by the deterministic
policy gradient [22] as the following expectation form :

J(π) =

∫
S
ρπ(s)r (s, fπ(s)) ds

= Es∼ρπ [r(s, fπ(s))], (1)

where Es∼ρπ [r(s, fπ(s))] denotes the expected value with re-
spect to the discounted state distribution ρπ(s), and fπ(·) de-
terministically specifies our policy network.

2.2. Optimization

To optimize (1), we collect all weights of the CNNθπ for the
parameters of both our policy network and critic network. S-
tarting from a given state si and taking an action ai under
the policy π thereafter (i is the i-th iteration), we define the
reliability critic function by the following Bellman equation:

Qπ(si,ai) = E[r(si,ai) + γ ·Qπ(si+1, fπ(si+1))]. (2)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is leveraged to smoothly weaken the intense
dependency on previous iterations. Note that the expectation
objective of learning policy takes advantages of integrating on
only the state space during the training process [22].

Since our forward-cycle agent and backward-cycle agent
are inferred based on inter-cycle communication via multi-
agent policy gradient. Specifically, each approximate policy
is learned by maximizing the log probability of the actions
emitted by the other agent with an entropy regularizer [23].
Motivated by [22], the gradient of each policy is performed
by minimizing the following optimization problem as:

J(π) = Es,a,i[(µQ(si,ai)− yi)2], (3)

where the target value is computed based on (2) as

yi = r(si,ai) + γ · µQ(si+1,ai+1). (4)

To further enhance the training convergence, we employ a
framework for prioritizing experience [24] for the efficien-
t exploration, which typically replays significant transitions
more frequently in the training phase.

3. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of our DCDRL, we conducted
the main experimental results on the widely-used video-based

Table 1. Comparisons of averaged errors of our proposed
DCDRL with the state-of-the-arts (68-lms, in chronological
ranking). We found that our method with full-supervision
signals gains best performance and even achieves compelling
results with partial annotations with state-of-the-art approach-
es (in the chronological order).

Methods Cate-1 Cate-2 Cate-3
SDM [4] (2013) 7.41 6.18 13.04

TSCN [26] (2014) 12.54 7.25 13.13
CFSS [5] (2015) 7.68 6.42 13.67

TCDCN [27] (2016) 7.66 6.77 14.98
CCR [28] (2016) 7.26 5.89 15.74
iCCR [28] (2016) 6.71 4.00 12.75
TSTN [13] (2018) 5.36 4.51 12.84
FHR [29] (2018) 4.12 4.18 5.98

DCDRL 3.95 4.00 5.42
Semi-DCDRL−50 4.33 4.31 5.68
Semi-DCDRL−25 4.87 4.46 6.10
Semi-DCDRL−10 4.96 4.57 6.36

? −50 −25 −10 denote the 50%, 25%, 10% of annotations
were employed for training with DCDRL, respectively.

face alignment dataset. Next, we present details on evaluation
datasets, protocol and experimental analysis, respectively.

Evaluation Dataset and Protocol: The 300 Videos in
the Wild (300-VW) Dataset [25] was collected typically
for video-based face alignment, which contains 114 videos
that were captured in various conditions and each video has
around 25-30 images per second. By following the settings
in [25], we utilized 50 sequences for training and the re-
maining 64 sequences were used for testing. Moreover, the
whole testing set is divided into three categories (1, 2, 3):
well-lit, mild unconstrained and challenging. Hence, the Cat-
egory 3 directly exploits the difficult cases of face sequences,
which highlights the superiority of the proposed approach. It
is valuable to notified that we utilized 300-W [21] training
set to initialize the policy network and critic network. For s-
tandard evaluation metric, we employed the normalized root
mean squared error (RMSE) and cumulative error distribution
(CED) curves in our experiments. We averaged the RMSEs of
all frames within each category and then average them as fi-
nal performance. Besides, we leveraged the CED curves [4,5]
of RMSE errors to quantitatively evaluate the performance in
comparisons to the state-of-the-arts.

Implementation Details: For the input data prepara-
tion, we detected faces on the whole dataset by enlarging the
groundtruth annotations. Then we rescaled both the detect-
ed facial images with padding zeros and the corresponding
annotations with the restricted output scales. For each evalu-
ation dataset, the image resolution of the input is determined



Fig. 3. CED curves of our DCDRL compared to the state-of-the-arts on all three categories in 300-VW [25], respectively, where
standard 68 landmark were employed for evaluation. Our proposed DCDRL significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

by the averaged size over all detected faces. In terms of the
specification of the policy network, the first convolution layer
is fed with L raw local patches in size of 26 × 26. The fol-
lowing two convolutional layers (3×3 kernel size, 1×1 stride)
are in size with 64 and 128 kernels. Finally, we appended a
two-layer fully connections parameterized by 128×256 and
256×2L matrices. For hyper-parameters employed in our D-
CDRL, we empirically specified the discounted factor to 0.9
and the learning rate γ to 0.001, respectively. Besides, we
sampled 100 transitions in the replay buffer.

Results and Analysis: We compared our approach with
the state-of-the-art face alignment methods, which were de-
signed for both still images and tracking in videos. For fair
comparisons, we first leveraged all annotations for model
training by following the common fully-supervised methods.
To further highlight the advantage of our approach, we trained
our model termed Semi-DCDRL by only a subset of the pro-
vided labels. Fig. 3 shows the CED curves of our method
compared with the state-of-the-arts, where partial results are
presented in Table 1. From these results, we see that our
proposed DCDRL significantly outperforms other face align-
ment methods by a large margin, which is because our dual-
cycle execution exploits more cues to learning discriminative
spatial-temporal features for robust face tracking.

Seeing from Table 1 which tabulates the comparisons of
DCDRL versus semi-DCDRL, we see that even with weakly-
labeled annotations, our method degrades slightly even on the
challenging cases due to large poses, diverse expressions and
severe occlusions. This also demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed dual-cycle modeling of the bidirectional order-
s, where these learned temporal cues are helpful to promote
the stabilization for face tracking. Besides, to qualitatively
visualize the results of our method compared with SBR [19],
we selected a challenging 517-th video clip on the 300-VW
dataset and performed results on all frames. As these curves
shown in Fig. 4, we achieve a clear and stable results by a
large margin compared with SBR [19], which shows the sta-
bilization of ours versus various temporal motions.

Computational Time: During the testing phase, the for-
ward agent performs tracking landmarks, while the backward

Fig. 4. Qualitative results of our proposed DCDRL compared
with SBR [19] on the challenging 517-th sequence of the 300-
VW Cate-3 dataset. We see that our model achieves low er-
rors across all frames.

agent learns to justify the tracking drifts for previous frames.
Moreover, the detector will re-initialize our tracker when the
RMSE error reaches higher beyond the threshold 0.01. In
terms of efficiency performance, the whole training procedure
requires 12 hours with a single NVIDIA TITAN V GPU card.
Our model runs nearly at 23 frames per second on the Intel
Xeon (R) Gold 5118 CPU@2.30Ghz platform.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a dual-cycle deep reinforcement learning
method to address the stabilization for face tracking by us-
ing weak-supervision signals. Our architecture achieves t-
wo bidirectional temporal orders by accumulating plausible
consistency-check rewards. Experimental results have man-
ifested the effectiveness of our approach versus many diffi-
cult cases due to various temporal motions and occlusions.
In future works, it is desirable to exploit multi-view faces in
our approach to improve the robustness versus large poses in
videos and moreover tackle the problem of personalized face
tracking in a unified deep reinforcement learning framework.
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